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Chapter 10: Force 

multiple choice questions 

1.d  2.a  3.d   4.c   5.a  6.b  7.a  8.a 

True or false 

1.f   2.f  3.t  4.t  5.t 

Match the columns 

1.e  2.d   3.a  4.b  5.c 

B.short type questions 

1.force is the product of mass with acceleration. 

2.acceleration, deceleration and change of direction. 

3.newton (N) or kg.m/s² 

4.frictions are types of forces in which two interacting objects are 

physically contacting each other. 

5.those forces that act by direct contact are called contact forces. 

E.g,pushing a door open 

6.contact force and nom contact force. 

7.weighing objects at home or shops. 

C.short answer type 2 

1.refer page 127(1st column and explain the 3 effects) 

2.refer page 130(1st column GRAVITATIONAL FORCE:isaac 

newton…..to…..objects will fall.) 



3.  • Electric forces can be produced by either stationary or moving 

electric charges, whereas magnetic forces can be produces only by 

moving charges. 

• Magnetic force on a moving charge is always normal to the 

direction of the movement and the magnetic field whereas the force 

by an electric field on a moving charge is always parallel to the 

electric field and does not depend on the direction of movement. 

4.refer page 145(explain from 1st column how to reduce friction) 

5.refer page 129(1st column   FRICTIONAL FORCE:Frictional 

force……to…..,than the rough. 

 

D.long answer type questions. 

1.refer page 130( 2nd column    UNIVERSAL GRAVITATIONAL 

LAW…….to……between the masses.) 

2. Gravitational Force 

1) It is non-contact force. 

2) It is weakest of all forces. 

3) It is produced when one of the two masses is very big. 

Muscular Force 

1) It is contact force. 

2) it depends on the force applied by a person. 

3) It is the force applied by the muscles of a person to move any 

object. 

3.refer page 131(write activity 2) 

4.we place iron nails above a sheet of paper and move a magnet 

under the sheet of paper. We see that iron nails follow the 



movement of the magnet due to the fact that magnetic force acts 

even when a paper is placed between a magnet and an iron pieces. 

 

 

 


